Abstract. We present two case studies in the night and evening sides of the auroral oval, based on plasma and ®eld measurements made at low altitudes by the AUREOL-3 satellite, during a long period of stationary magnetospheric convection (SMC) on November 24, 1981. The basic feature of both oval crossings was an evident double oval pattern, including (1) a weak arctype structure at the equatorial edge of the oval/polar edge of the diuse auroral band, collocated with an upward ®eld-aligned current (FAC) sheet of $1.0 lA m A2 , (2) an intermediate region of weaker precipitation within the oval, (3) a more intense auroral band at the polar oval boundary, and (4) polar diuse auroral zone near the polar cap boundary. These measurements are compared with the published magnetospheric data during this SMC period, accumulated by Yahnin et al. and Sergeev et al., including a semi-empirical radial magnetic ®eld pro®le B Z in the near-Earth neutral sheet, with a minimum at about 10±14 R E . Such a radial B Z pro®le appears to be very similar to that assumed in thè`m inimum-B/cross-tail line current'' model by Galperin et al. (GVZ92) as the``root of the arc'', or the arc generic region. This model considers a FAC generator mechanism by Grad-Vasyliunas-BostroÈ m-Tverskoy operating in the region of a narrow magnetic ®eld minimum in the near-Earth neutral sheet, together with the concept of ion non-adiabatic scattering in the``wall region''. The generated upward FAC branch of the double sheet current structure feeds the steady auroral arc/inverted-V at the equatorial border of the oval. When the semiempirical B Z pro®le is introduced in the GVZ92 model, a good agreement is found between the modelled current and the measured characteristics of the FACs associated with the equatorial arc. Thus the main predictions of the GVZ92 model concerning the``minimum-B'' region are consistent with these data, while some small-scale features are not reproduced. Implications of the GVZ92 model are discussed, particularly concerning the necessary conditions for a substorm onset that were not ful®lled during the SMC period.
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Introduction
Auroral homogeneous arcs are the typical stationary features of the auroral oval during steady conditions (see Oguti, 1981; Galperin, 1992 Galperin, , 1994 . Several dierent approaches were used to devise a theory of their formation since the very beginning of magnetospheric research (see, Borovsky, 1993 for a critical review). Without considering all these attempts, we mention here only three (not mutually exclusive) which somewhat escaped attention in that review, but are relevant for our observations.
One is that by Tverskoy (1982a, b) which derived, independently from Grad (1964), Vasyliunas (1970) and BostroÈ m (1975), but for a more general case of space scales comparable to the ion Larmor radius, the formula for a ®eld-aligned current (FAC) generator (see formula 2 in the Sect. 4.1) which we call the GVBT mechanism. In that theory, a steady auroral arc (or, multiple arcs) is considered as resulting from a speci®c instability of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system for an upward FAC. It arises due to an increased ion scattering in the plasma sheet, and leads to a decrease of the electric potential at the plasma sheet part of the plasma¯ux tube, and thus to generation of an upward FAC feeding the arc. A SchroÈ dinger-type equation was derived for the electric potential radial pro®le along the plasma sheet axis, which can accommodate for a single FAC feeding an arc/inverted-V, and also for multiple FAC sheets feeding several parallel arcs. The region of dipole-to-stretched magnetic ®eld transition in the near-Earth tail, i.e. the outer boundary of the radiation belt, was predicted to be the site of the steady arc generation, and to have a width of $100 km (Tverskoy, 1982a) . It is dicult to directly compare this theory in its present form with measurements, but it obviously deserves a further study and development to be compared with experimental data. These ideas, and in particular the GVBT mechanism of FAC generation, were used in the``minimum-B'' model by Galperin et al. (1992) (hereafter, GVZ92) and by Galperin (1992) , and are considered here quantitatively though with suitable approximations.
Another theory is that being developed by Samson et al. (1992) (see also, Liu et al., 1995) , stimulated by high resolution ground-based optical observations of arcs from the Canadian CANOPUS network. Oscillations and splitting of homogeneous arcs with periods of order of 10±20 min are often observed, basely distinguishable by the naked eye. The theory considers various forms of AlfveÂ n resonance conditions on the respective plasma¯ux tubes when the energy from the continuum of oscillations feeds a narrow resonance in a shell with a dissipation at the ionospheric foot of a¯ux tube. But, the respective radial pro®le at the plasma sheet origin/generator of an arc's plasma¯ux tube, or shell, apparently was not fully speci®ed yet in this theory, so again direct comparisons with the highaltitude satellite measurements within the plasma sheet are still dicult. Some implications of these observations and concepts in respect to the model described here will be brie¯y discussed further.
The third approach, which will be followed here and compared with the data, was proposed in GVZ92. It considers the radial magnetic ®eld pro®le in the inner plasma sheet, or more precisely, in a region of dipole-tostretched magnetic ®eld transition close to the inner edge of the cross-tail current (CTC). The CTC¯owing in the dawn-dusk direction presumably maximizes near its inner edge. The CTC leads to a magnetic ®eld B CTC in opposite direction to the dipole ®eld B D , so that the resulting total ®eld is B TOT = B D + B CTC . If the inner edge of the CTC, at a radial distance R A , is suciently sharp, and the CTC density decreases suciently with distance down the tail, the radial pro®le of B TOT will form a narrow minimum close to R A . This magnetic ®eld minimum (MFM) presumably occurs at, or close to, the region of strong stochasticity for the plasma sheet ions, where their bounce motion resonates with the Larmor rotation (BuÈ chner and Zelenyi, 1987, 1989) . The resulting non-adiabatic westward motion of the ions (while electrons remain magnetized) leads to an additional westward``line current'' (WLC) in this direction. A ®eld-aligned current is created along the MFM shell due to an azimuthal divergence of the CTC and WLC. As we shall see the angle between the vectors of the radial pressure gradientr and gradient of unit magnetic uxr is quite small (of the order of a degree), so it is natural to suppose the proportionality betweenr andr . Thus a similar minimum in ther is supposed in this model, which leads to formation of a double sheet FAC pro®le. Forming of WLC, will modify in turn the total magnetic ®eld radial pro®le, so that some equilibrium pro®le is presumed to develop in steady conditions (see a qualitative discussion of this point in Galperin, 1992) . However, a self-consistent description of this region is still lacking, though some eorts to develop it are continuing (see, Peroomian et al., 1997) .
The importance of a local enhancement of the CTC due to the non-adiabatic motion of ions at its inner edge, which was earlier suggested in GVZ92, was then demonstrated by a large-scale kinetic model (LSK) of particle trajectories (Ashour-Abdalla et al., 1992a , b, 1993 , 1994 Bosqued et al., 1994) . The non-adiabatic ion motions form a narrow``wall region'' de®ned by Ashour-Abdalla et al. (1994) . LSK simulations in 3D (Bosqued et al., 1994) demonstrated the formation of strong radial and azimuthal plasma pressure gradients in the dusk-midnight region where the magnetic ®eld gradients are the strongest. Using the current closure relationship they were able to compute the net FAC density mapped down to the ionosphere. Two prominent regions of upward FACs appeared, (1) around 65°I LAT at midnight which must give rise to the equatorward-most auroral arc of the oval, and (2) a poleward oval arc around 72±76°ILAT, in good qualitative agreement with observations. The LSK approach, and model calculations, is a way potentially synthesizing the theories described already in a direct quantitative manner, but much work is still to be done to achieve the needed representation of the natural processes.
An important aspect of the simpli®ed analytical approach in GVZ92 is its direct relation to the problem of the substorm onset. Under certain conditions (increase of the CTC, and/or sharpening of its earthward edge or, its radial gradient), the magnetic ®eld B TOT within the MFM could reach low values sucient for the plasma sheet electron demagnetization, or even reach zero, or reverse its B Z direction. This kind of evolution of the MFM was suggested in GVZ92 as the probable cause for the substorm onset. According to GVZ92 a largescale CTC instability leading to a substorm onset must occur: (1) in the region of the MFM, (2) after a B Z decrease related to an increase of the CTC and, (3) at, or close to, the magnetic shell of the equatorward-most auroral arc. The last two predictions from GVZ92 are consistent with observations (see, Akasofu 1964 for the substorm onset location in respect to the auroral arc, and Baker et al. (1993) for a decrease of the magnetic ®eld in the neutral sheet leading to electron demagnetization just before the onset), while the ®rst one seems new. The extension of the GVZ92 model for a substorm onset, or a smaller scale auroral activation, is considered in Galperin and Bosqued (1998) and Galperin (1998) .
A speci®c virtue of the GVZ92 analytic model is to propose an explicit relation, testable by measurements in the plasma sheet, between the magnetic ®eld radial pro®le B Z along the near-Earth neutral sheet, and the implied pro®le of the ®eld-aligned sheet currents presumably feeding the auroral arc/inverted-V auroral structure. However to ®nd a suitable experimental data set is not easy, because the radial pro®les of the magnetic ®eld B Z , and of the integral sheet current
